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bandwidth to be detected. Limit vio-
lations are entered in an error report
and stored in a log file. They can be 
signalled via relay contacts by means
of the DVMD-B5 hardware option 
(alarm lines and parallel printer inter-
face).

In addition to the service information
(SI) defined for MPEG2 and DVB,
broadcasters and network operators
will to an increasing extent transmit
data with user-specific syntax, such as
measurement and control information
for transmission systems or encryption
codes for conditional access systems. A
syntax editor allows Stream Explorer to
learn user-specific structures and inter-
pret them (FIG 2). For syntax definition
Stream Explorer provides all basic ele-
ments of the MPEG2-defined structures
for service information, for example
loops and descriptors. So it is also

adapted to non-DVB-compatible multi-
plex streams such as ATSC (Advanced
Television Systems Committee) as used
in North America.

An important note for all those already
in possession of DVMD and Stream 
Explorer: the new firmware and soft-
ware versions are downward-compat-
ible and do not require any extra hard-
ware, so upgrading is possible without
any problems.

Richard Finkenzeller; 
Michael Fischbacher
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FIG 2 Stream Explorer interprets user-specific
structures.

Focus on service – Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V. 
opens new EMC competence center

Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V., whose German
subsidiary opened its new EMC competence
center in Ratingen in April 1998, intends to offer
economical and extremely fast EMC certifica-
tions also for customers other than Mitsubishi.
The new center consists of a test lab that is 
accredited for all areas of electronics and as 
its main task checks compliance with RFI 
limits for CE label award, as well as of a unit 
that assesses the environmental electromagnetic
compatibility of equipment and systems. The
new EMC competence center not only works for
the Mitsubishi group, it is also available to all
other manufacturers of electrical and electronic
goods and offers a wide range of services such
as preconformance consultation during design
and EMC planning.

Many years of experience in testing electro-
magnetic compatibility and assessing the con-
formity of consumer electronics, industrial auto-
mation products and semiconductor components
automatically result in a long partnership 
with the EMC specialist Rohde & Schwarz. To en-
sure that its ambitious objectives are achieved, 
Mitsubishi equipped its new competence 
center with the latest in EMC measuring instru-

ments and systems from Rohde & Schwarz, as 
illustrated by the photos in a Mitsubishi bro-
chure. Sö




